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ABSTRACT

Tsukanov (Theor. Frob. Appl. 26 (1981) 173-177) considers the
regression model:

E(YIZ)

= Pp +

Zq, D(YIZ)

= 0 21 ,
n

where y(nxl) is a

vector of measured values, F(nxk) contains the control variables, Z(nxJ<,)
contains the observed values, and p(k x1) and q(J<,xl) are vectors being estimated.

Assuming that Z = FL

+

R, where L(kxJ<,) is non-random, and the rows

of R(nxJ<,) are LLd. N(O,L:), we extend Tsukanov's results in three ways

p,

by (i) computing E(det H),
where Hp is the covariance matrix of
the
p
Ls.e of p, (ii) considering "optimality in the mean" for the largest root
criterion, (iii) considering these questions when the matrix R has a
left-spherical distribution.

1.

INTRODUCTI rn

In an experiment, let x be a vector of controlled variables which
identify.certain conditions associated with the experiment.

Also, let

f (x), .•• ,f (x) be a prescribed set of linearly independent functions. In
1
k
n independent repetitions of the experiment, let F be the n x k array of
values of f(x) = [flex), f 2 (x), ... ,fk(x)], and Z be the n x £ matrix of
outcomes of the £ x 1 random vector z. Initially, we will assume that
z

~

N£ (11,2:) where the covariance matrix 2: is positive definite.
Recently, Tsukanov (1981) has discussed certain optimality questions

pertaining to the regression model
E(Ylz)

= Fp

+

Zq,

(1)

Here, y(n x1) contains the values observed in the n trials, while p(k x1)
and q(£x1) contain the coefficients to be estimated.

Specifically,

Tsukanov considers optimality tests for the model (1) using A- and
D-optima1ity criteria applied to the conditional covariance matrices H,
.
TT
T
T
Hp and Hq of the least squares est1JTlates of the vectors [p q ], p and q
respectively:

=

When z is related to f(x), we assume that
Z=FL+R,

where L (k x£) is non-random, and the matrix of residuals R has i.i.d.

(2)
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A brief summary runs as follows; Section 2 closes a problem of Tsukanov
concerning E det

~,

when the relation (2) holds, and Section 3 discusses

E-optimality in the mean for the matrices H, Hp and Hq . Pinally, Section
4 treats these problems under the weaker assumption that the matrix R is
left-spherical (Dawid(1977)).

2.

D-OPTIMALITY IN TIlE MEAN

Pollowing Tsukanov (1981), we say that the designs which minimise the
mean of the generalised variance of the coefficient estimators are
~n

D~optimal

Theorem 1 below completes Section 3 in Tsukanov (1981).

the mean.

Theorem 1.

Suppose that Hp exists and n > k +

51,

+ 1.

Then

(3)

Here, tri~ denotes the i-th elementary symmetric function of

n,

and a(i)=

a(a-l)···(a-i+l), i = 0,1, ... , is the falling factoriaZ.
In the particular case 51,=1, (3) shows that

which is given as Theorem 3 in Tsukanov (1981).

It is also somewhat surprising

that (3) appear,s as a finite series.
Proof of Theorem 1.

We

may write

det H = det[pTp]-l det[U+V]/det U,
P

where U = ZTAZ , V = ZTBZ and A = In - B
rank r
~

=

n-k.

Since AB

=

=

(4)

In - p[pTp]-lpT is idempotent of

0, an extension of Craig's theorem (Mardia et al

(1979), problem 3.4.20) shows that U and V are mutually independent.
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As Tsukanov shows, U ~ W.Q,(r,L:).

To find the distribution of V, choose an

nxn orthogonal matrix K satisfying KTBK :
V

= yT [~k

~] Y•

and set Z

= HY.

Then

Further, the rows of Yare independent and nonnally distri·

buted with covariance matrix L:.
Wishart distribution.
S"t

[~k ~];

Hence V ~ W.Q, (k,L:,S"t), a non-central

The matrix of non-centrality pallameters is

= L:-lE(yT)E(Y) = L:-lLTpTpL.
Thus, A = (det U) det[u+V]-l follows the non-central Wilks' A distri-

bution, so that (Constantine (1963)),

=

(5)

where r.Q,(e) is the multivariate gamma function and lPl(u;S;S"t) is the confluent hypergeometric function of matrix argument.

lPl(-l;~;-~S"t)

=

.r

Since

(triS"t)/n(i)

1=0

(Shah and Khatri (1974)), then in conjunction with (4) we obtain (3) from (5).

3.

E-OPTIMALITY IN THE MEAN

Let us now suppose that the efficiency of the experiment is being
estimated using the largest characteristic root, Amax ,of the covariance
matrices H, Hp and Hq . This widely used test is referred to as E-optimality.
In some instances, E-optimality is more easily shown than A- or D-optimality.
However, here the expectations are more recondite for the E-optimal criterion.
It is not surprising that the simplest results appear in tenns of zonal
polynomials.
Theorem 2.

If m = ~(n-k-.Q,-l) is a positive integer, then
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(6)

Here', CK (.) is the zonal polynomial corresponding to the partition

*
2, ... ,K t ) of the integer j; I K denotes summation over all K for
which K l ::; m.
-1
T
Proof of Theorem 2. A5 shown in Tsukanov (1981), Hq = R AR ~ W (r ,E),
t
K

=

(K ,K

l

Since Amax(Hq) = l/Amin(H~l), (6) can be established in a
straightforward manner using Khatri's (1972) representation for the distribution of A . (H- 1).

r

=

n-k.

mill

e

q

Before considering Amax (H),
p we first identify the distribution of Hp .
Theorem 3. If n ~ k + t and k ~ t, then [FTF]~ Hp[FTF]~ - I has a
k
matric-variate non-central F -distribution.
Proof.

From Tsukanov (1981), we may write
[FTF]~ H [FTF]~ - I
P

k

= F ZH ZTFT
1

1

q

(7)

'

where F = [FTF]-~FT. Since the kxn matrix Fl is pseudo-orthogonal
l
(FlFi = I k) , then the rows of F1Z are independent, and nonnally distributed,
with corrunon covariance matrix L. Further, Z is independent of H~l since
FIA =

o.

p. 485).

Therefore, FlZHqzTFI has a non-central F-distribution (James (1964),
The non-centrality parameter is

n=

[FTF]~LE-lLT[FTF]~.

In the simplest cases, EAmax (H)
p appears in tenns of the zonal polynomials of Davis (1979). Simple bounds are provided by the following result.
Theorem 4.

Suppose that n

~

k

+

t, k

~

t and E(z) =

o.

Then, there are

constants c 1 ' c 2 such that
c A ([FTF] -1) ::; EA
(H ) ::; CzAmax([FTFf1).
max p
l max

(8)
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Proof.

Using (7), we have

"max (Hp) = "max ([pTp] -1 (I k +

where the inequality is obtained from Anderson and Dasgupta (1963).

Taking

expectations obtains the right side of (8) with c 2 = l+E"max(PlZHqZTPi) •
The second inequality follows similarly. The exact value of c and c can
l
2
be deduced from the results of Khatri (1967) but the expressions seem to
be complicated.
No satisfactory results are available for "max (H) .

4.

e

EXTENSICN TO LEFT-SPHERICAL RESIDUALS

Por the rest of the paper, ~l =d ~2 will mean that the random entities
L\l and /),.2 have the same distribution.
We now consider testing for optimality when the matrix of residuals, R,
is left-spherical (Dawid (1977)).
KR =d R.

That is, for any nxn orthogonal matrix K,

In order to obtain positive results, we shall assume - unless

explicitly stated otherwise - that R has a denisty function which is proportional to (det L)-n/2 g(L-lRTR), for some symmetric function g.

Non-nomal

variables in this class include certain matric-variate t distributions
(Dickey (1967)).

We also assume that all expectations discussed do exist;

in general, the conditions needed depend on the function g.
4.l.

MI)-optimality
Theopem 5. Assume that E(z) = O.

e

Then,

(i)

E det H
q

a:

det L -1 ,

(ii)

E det H

a:

det[pTp]-l det L -1 ,

(iii)

E det H
p

a:

det[pTp]-l
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Recall that H- l = RTAR, where A is idempotent of
q
Since R is left-spherical then for a suitable orthogonal

(i)

Proof·

rank r = n-k.
matrix K,

.
~(rxt)

where

consists of the first r rows

It is not difficult to
T
check that Rl has a density proportional to (det l:) -r/2 gel: -1 Ri~).
Therefore,
E det H
q

«

(det l:)-r/2

of R.

h(det Ri~)-l g(E-lRi~)d~ ~ det l:-l,

(9)

1

with (9) following by transfonning
(ii)
(iii)

'e

~

--r

Rll:~

in the integral.

This follows directly from (i) since det H = det [pTp]-l det H .
q
We use the notation of the proof of Theorem 1. As shown in the

proof of (i), U = ZTAZ =d

Ri~.

In a similar fashion, we may show that

V = ZTBZ =d R;Rz where Rz consists of the last k rows of R.

Therefore,

det H =d det [pTp] -1 det RTR/det ~~
p
= det [pT p] -l/det [I +

Rz (Ri~) -1R;]

•

Since the matrix Rz(Ri~)-lR; has a matric-variate P distribution (Dawid(1977)),
then det H has the same distribution as under nonnality, so (iii) follows
p
from Theorem 1.
Remaroks.

E(z) ,,0.
cated.

(i)

As in the nonnal case, (i) and (ii) are valid if

However, the constants of proportionality are usually quite compli-

(One exception is the case when R has density (Dickey (1967))

const. (det l:)-n/2 det(I+l:-lRTR)-a, a = (v + n + t - 1)/2.

-1 t
v+£-i
E det Hq = det E . IT n- k'
-1- 1

1=1

which is quite similar to the nonnal case.)

,

Then,
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(iii)

Although Theorem 5 (iii) only holds for E(z) = 0, we should

note that it is valid for arbitrary left-spherical R.
4.2.

MA.-optimali ty
Theorem 6.

AsslUlle that E(z) = O. Then,
(i) E tr Hq ~ tr r- l ,
(ii) E tr Hp is the same as under nonnality.
Proof. We shall show that E H ~ r- l . Let S = r~qr~ =d r~(RiRl) -lr\
q
Then, for synnnetric txt W= (waS)'
E exp(i tr WH ) ~
q

~ = r-~ WL-~.
~

= diag

exp(i tr ~S-l) g(S) (det S)(r-t-l)/2 dS,

J

S

Since g is symmetric, we can aSSlUlle that ~ is diagonal,

(~1'~2' .•• '~t).
~S-

Write exp(i tr
at W= 0, 1

$

a, S$ L

1) = i tr

~S-

1 +

~(~S

-1 ), where

a~(~S

-1 )/aw = 0
aS

Then,
(det S)(r-t-l)/2 dS

I

=
~. J sjjg(S) (det S)(r-t-l)/2 dS ,
j=l J S
S-l = (saS).

(10)

Since g is synnnetric, an orthogonal (in fact, permutation)

transfonnation will show that the integrals on the right hand side of (10)
k

Hence, E tr ~S-l ~ L ~. = tr r-lw, and replacing W
j=l J
by r~~ shows that E tr WS- l ~ tr W. Therefore,
all have the same value.

E saS =

=

e

~
(1
",1

+

0 Q)
aj.J

~
E exp(i tr WS- l ) I
oW
W= 0
aS

~(l + 0aS) ~as E tr ws-llw = 0 ~ 0aS

•

That is, E S-l ~ I~,' so that E Hq ~ r- l . Finally, (ii) is implied by a
consequence of the proof of Theorem 5, viz., that Hp has the same distribution as under nonnality•
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